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Early in Tod Machover’s opera Death and the Powers,
the main character, Simon Powers, is subsumed into a
technological environment of his own creation. The
theatrical set comes alive in the form of robotic, visual,
and sonic elements that allow the actor to extend his
range and influence across the stage in unique and
dynamic ways. This environment must compellingly
assume the behavior and expression of the absent
Simon. In order to distill the essence of this character,
we recover performance parameters in real time from
physiological sensors, voice, and vision systems. These
gesture and performance parameters are then mapped
to a visual language that incorporates cognitive and
semantic models informed by modal relationships. This
language allows the off-stage actor to express emotion
and interact with others on stage. Our Disembodied
Performance system takes a new direction in
augmented performance by employing a nonrepresentational abstraction of a human presence that
fully translates a character into an environment.
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Introduction
At its most fundamental level, the Disembodied
Performance system is a tool to help tell a story. This
system is currently being developed for Death and the
Powers, a new opera by Tod Machover being produced
at the MIT Media Laboratory under the direction of
Diane Paulus and with production design by Alex
McDowell. In this opera, the powerful and wealthy
Simon Powers is obsessed with leaving something of
himself behind in the world; to this end, he develops
The System, a technological masterpiece pervading his
entire house, into which he can upload his essence
upon the moment of his death. Simon enters The
System at the end of Scene I, and we see his
transformation into a new, non-anthropomorphic form,
as he becomes present in his environment while still
remaining agent and aware. His family is left to make
sense of his new way of being.
Since the main character is not physically on stage, but
rather realized in the movements, sound, and imagery
of the set, the question becomes how to create a
believable live performance. We are designing a system
that allows the character to maintain a compelling and
provocative presence on stage in his transmogrified
form. The actor will still give his performance—singing,
gesticulating—but from off stage. Using a set of sensing
technologies we are developing, we will capture many
aspects of the actor’s performance. These components
include breath strain sensors, simple gesture capture
sensors, touch sensors in objects that the actor can
manipulate, audio analysis of the actor’s voice, and a
camera-based computer vision system. The data
captured by these devices will be sent to a computer
that will analyze each aspect in real time and create a

vector of values that summarizes the behavior of the
actor at a given time.
The crux of this performance system is to take the
captured values and map them into a parametric space
that will model, at least to an artistic or subjective
degree, the affective and cognitive state of the
character [2]. Affect and nuance will be gleaned
primarily from the physiological performance
parameters and gestures. The dialogue of the given
libretto and known story arc provide a more
deterministic window for generating a model of the
character’s thoughts and memories. This model is then
transmitted to a distributed system of set elements and
other components to use light, projection, mechanical
movement, and sound in order to recreate the
performance on stage. In this way, this system takes a
structured approach to defining the mappings from
input to output by using an abstracted intermediate
representation.

Background
A wide variety of performance artists have used analog
and digital sensor technologies to gather various kinds
of data from a live performance, with this data then
controlling or affecting some other aspect of the
performance or stage environment. As early as 1965,
Merce Cunningham and John Cage’s Variations V
incorporated photoelectric sensors and antennae to
mark the positions of dancers; the data gathered by
these sensors and antennae then triggered and
controlled electronic musical devices [5]. Many
performance artists now use a variety of movementrecording sensors to control such elements as sound,
projection, video capture, and lighting. One
performance group that frequently uses such sensing

and control systems is Troika Ranch, creators of the
software system Isadora, which takes input from flex
sensors attached to performers’ joints and allows a
choreographer to easily determine how this movement
data controls media elements of the piece. Other
performance works done by Troika Ranch have used
movement sensors not on the body, such as laser
beams crisscrossing the stage, camera-tracking
systems, and piezo impact sensors on the floor
[4,10,3]. Yamaha’s Miburi system [11], Paradiso and
Aylward’s Sensemble [1], and the Danish Institute of
Electronic Music’s Digital Dance Interface [8] are other
wearable sensor systems for movement tracking in
performance. All these systems have been used for the
real-time generation and adaptation of music to
accompany performers onstage.
Camera systems for tracking motion are particularly
popular in interactive dance and performance. Falling
Up, a performance piece by Todd Winkler, uses one
such camera system, the Very Nervous System
designed by David Rokeby. In this performance, live
video is processed to determine the location and speed
of an onstage performer; this data is mapped through
software to control sound and the live, projected image
of the performer [13]. Stichting Eleckro-Instrumentale
Muzeik (STEIM) has developed another camera-based
performer tracking system called BigEye [9], often used
for performances where performers trigger sound or
music events by moving into particular areas of the
stage [8]. Artists such as Robert Lepage have also
brought these interactive performance technologies into
the world of opera. Lepage’s 2008 staging of Hector
Berlioz’ La Damnation de Faust for the Metropolitan
Opera uses microphones to capture pitch and amplitude
of the performers’ voices and the orchestra’s music, as

well as infrared lights and cameras to capture motion.
The data from these sensors is used to shape projected
images in real time [12].

Differences in Disembodied Performance
One element that all of these sensor-based
performances and systems have in common with our
system is their use of real-time technology for live
performance augmentation. These systems are not
simply programmed to be identical every performance,
but are sensitive to the nuance of the performer’s
action. However, these performance technologies also
incorporate the onstage body of the live performer as a
vital element of the performance. Our interactive
system does not focus on a live performer interacting
with or relating to a digital augmentation of his or her
body, but on the complete digital transference of an
absent performer’s presence and reactions into the
environment. Additionally, between the performance
capture and the rendering of the output on stage, our
system takes a novel approach to modeling the
character’s affect and cognitive state using parametric
mappings informed by modal regularities. Finally, the
role of the Disembodied Performance system is
different from prominent examples of augmented
performance typically employed in interactive
installations, theater, and dance because it must
represent the character fully, not merely respond in
order to augment the performer. It must carry the
emotional weight of a character on stage.

Our Approach
Sensor System
Since breath is such a key element of most types of
performance, from dance to opera, we believe that
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figure 1: System diagram
illustrating the flow of data
representations from the
performer to the output on
stage. Other show control
systems can influence the output
representation so that projected
imagery can interact with stage
lighting. Additionally, views of
the stage and an audio mix are
fed back to the performer so
that he or she can react to
others on stage.

analyzing breath can be an essential component of
digitally capturing a performance. The current
implementation of our breath sensor consists of an
inelastic chest band with a resistive stretch sensor
located on a single elastic section. When the performer
wearing the breath sensor band inhales, the flexible
sensor changes resistance proportionally to the amount
the chest expands with each breath. Current wearable
sensors also include accelerometers on the performer’s
wrists, from which we obtain gestural data such as the
rugosity of the performer’s gestures. We are also using
image analysis on the output of a USB-enabled video
camera to obtain further gesture and movement data.
We also chose to give the performer using this system
a measure of control over the performance output of
the system by providing a tangible object that the
performer can manipulate to express emotion through
touch. In its current form, this object consists of a
series of conductive foam pressure sensors that can
detect the quality of the user’s touch.

representation. Each of the parameters measured (such
as the velocity of the performer’s hand or the timbre of
the performer’s voice) does not directly represent some
aspect of the character’s affective state. However,
regularities in the change and variation of these
parameters are expected to be consistent with the
portrayed emotional state. Audiences clearly have an
understanding of this gestural vocabulary from
traditional performance where the actor can be seen
directly and thus use this information to understand the
intended emotional content.
We use a model that can effectively capture the
affective state of the character, such as a threedimensional metric space with orthogonal axes
representing the normalized signed affective bases of
stance, valence, and arousal (figure 2). This model is
commonly used for parameterizing affect [6] and has a
much lower dimension than the set of all signals
recovered from the performer, so we apply a set of
mappings to reduce the dimensionality of the data and
project it at a given time to a point in the affect space.

Data from all the on-the-body sensors is sent to
modules located in a pouch on the chest band, which
then transmit the data wirelessly via the Zigbee
protocol to the processing computer. Vocal data from
the performer is also collected using microphones and
sent to the computer for audio processing. This vocal
data, including both sung and spoken sounds, is
analyzed for amplitude, pitch, timbre, and purity of
sound (consonance). These values were then used as
inputs for our mappings.
Mappings and Modal Regularities
Using the sensor system previously described, we can
capture aspects of the actor’s performance as an input
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figure 2: Affect space

The mappings are chosen to be consistent with
correlations in the parameters. Inspired by research in
cognitive science, we use modal regularities, which are
features in the data that have a high probability of cooccurrence with other properties. This probability of cooccurrence is assumed to be the result of a common
cause [7]. Using modal regularities ensures mappings
of the input parameters to known states in the modeled
affect space. A real-time mapping from the highdimensional input representation (the performance) to
the lower-dimensional intermediate representation (the
affect space) provides a temporally nuanced model of
the character’s affective state. The value of the affect
space can then be used to generate a visual on-stage
representation. The primary manifestation of the
performance in the particular instance of Death and the
Powers is a new expressive visual language that is
highly integrated with the physical design of the set.

gesture capture sensors. Production-specific mappings
from the affect space to the on-stage output, which will
take the form of projection on specific set pieces,
lighting, and sound, will continue to be developed and
refined, until Death and the Powers premieres in Monte
Carlo, Monaco in mid-September 2009. Following that,
the production is expected to tour throughout the
United States and worldwide. During technical
rehearsals and rehearsals with the cast, the director
will be able to tune the performance of the system and
the actor portraying Simon Powers will become
accustomed to acting and singing offstage with a
variety of sensors picking up his behavior. If Director
Diane Paulus can treat this new form like any other
actor in rehearsal, and if she can achieve the emotional
resonance she envisions from its performance, the
proposed system will have successfully provided a
representation that can take direction.

The mappings from the performance data to the affect
space and from the affect space to the on-stage
representation of the performance are determined
empirically. Research on facial expressions and body
language, color symbolism, and contour perception also
must greatly influence the mappings that are
generated. Additionally, the mapping parameters of the
system can be edited during the rehearsal process, so
that the system can “take direction” and be tuned for
the desired performance.

Contributions
The system described presents a new way to think
about and implement augmented performance systems.
While multimodal mappings of expression have long
been utilized, this approach brings to the table formal
notions of affect and cognitive modeling, particularly in
the unique application of modal regularities across
input and output domains to provide intelligent and
meaningful grounding to the mapping, all the while
relying on the actor and director’s artistic vision to
provide the essence of the character portrayed.

Further Work
Working in an iterative development process, we will
continue testing software systems and the mappings
that may be generated. Additional performance sensors
may be added, including galvanic skin response
sensors, heart rate sensors, and more sophisticated

Applications can easily be seen beyond the scope of
Death and the Powers, as the basic form of the system
can be easily generalized for other performance pieces.
Disembodied Performance distills the essence of a
character from parameters recovered from the actor

and allows the performance to be extended out into the
environment. The methodology and many aspects of
the software infrastructure also offer new perspectives
in the domains of remote presence, personal archiving,
and storytelling. In remote presence, for example,
modeling affect from gesture can be used to convey
additional streams of information for interpersonal
communication. This system opens the door for many
alternatives to representing presence. It abstracts away
the body in a meaningful way, allowing a person or
character to become anything, to exist anywhere (even
in non-anthropomorphic manifestations), providing
greater ranges of evocative, intelligible, and compelling
expression.
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